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almost fifty years. With my son,
Paulo Henrique; my consultants,
Dr. Eliezer Zac, physician;
and Dra.Maria Teresa Bellini,
psychiatrist—greetings.

Chapter I
1979, December

S

itting down on a wooden bench, in the inner yard of the
psychiatric clinic, she stared at the entrance anxiously waiting for her mother. Veronica Mattos, the mother, was there
to take her away as soon as Dr. Gagliardi set her free to go back
home. Early in the morning, she was informed by the chief nurse,
that she could leave that day. She asked her nurse to make sure
that all details for her exit were complete.
“Come on, little girl, stand up! Today is the great day! Today
you are leaving us,” the forty-year-old nurse Hilda told her as
soon as she came near the bed. She had been there for the last
forty nights, since she arrived on that November 13 night, completely out of her mind.
“Dr. Gagliardi will sign your release as soon as your mother
comes. He just talked to her about taking you away. So, jump out
the bed, because Christmas is coming and I want to see this bed
empty.”
With a slow gestures, but hurried along by the nurse, she
stood up and gathered her make-up and toilet articles case and
went to the bathroom. She was a good-looking blonde girl with a
nice figure. Hilda, even though familiar with this kind of patient,
could avoid not a tear. It welled up to her eyes, when she saw
the girl brace herself on the walls as she walked to the bathroom
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where she spent a good deal of time.
When she returned, she packed her suitcase and clothes she
wore while staying at the Clinic of Dr. Gagliardi. Before reaching the wooden bench where she would wait for her mother, she
passed some time drinking her coffee and said goodbye to the
sector attendants.
“Today you are going to be free of me,” she said smiling and
the attendants agreed promptly.
“Thank God we are free of you dear. We really don’t want to
see you here again,” they smiled saying those words in chorus.
Elisa had gained weight on account of the intense treatment
she received while confined there. In spite of that, she retained
her elegant figure and refined manners. Although she was docile and good tempered, she had a strong personality. She knew
exactly what she wanted. There was a conflict between her and
her parents respecting her future and goals. The reason for her internment in the clinic house started long ago and came to a head
in November when she grew strongly depressed.
In her twenty-two years, Elisa was the only daughter of middle-aged parents. After giving birth, her mother had to have hysterectomy surgery; a victim of a birth myoma.
Since that happened, her mother knew there was no possibility to have another child so she became the center of attention. She was always pampered by her parents, who planned her
marriage to an enchanted prince who would give them the most
beautiful grandsons in the world. One of the points that caused
trouble among them, of it was the apparent desire of her mother,
Veronica Mattos. Her mother saw in Marcio, the pharmacist son
and a friend of theirs an excellent match.
“Umpf. Here Mme. Veronica comes riding again. Mom, I
think Marcio is a nice guy, but enough. Full stop!” was the dialogue between them until it came to an end.
When she was still a girl, it all seemed to happen as a fairy tale
in pleasant Sao Carlos Town. When she developed and turned
into a teenager, the situation became entangled. At night she
dreamed of a strange thing. In the middle of the night she woke
up and saw an image of an individual telling her that he wanted
to meet her. She saw clearly, that he was a handsome brunet man.
He held a sort of plaque. She could see clearly a number written
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on that he hastily wrote in her diary.
She spent some time meditating on that dream. She asked
herself, who was that person so sympathetic and unknown, who
looked for her? She became bewitched by that vision. Coming
back to sleep wondering all the time where was that mysterious
character?
At breakfast the next day she told her mother what happened
to her at night,
“Ah, Mummy, he was so charming and looked at me in a different way. It sends shivers down my spine when I remember that
sweet image.”
Veronica preferred not to encourage that idea. She had her
own plans that she had worked out in detail.
“It was just a dream, miss! Dreams mean nothing!”
“What did you say about the numbers, Mom? What would
that be?” she insisted.
Veronica replied, making a joke, “Who knows? Maybe they
are the lottery numbers. Maybe you must gamble your honeymoon money after you marry Marcio?”
“Marcio, there is she again! Who said that I’m going to marry
that simpleton?”
“Why not? He is handsome and intelligent. In addition to that
he is from a very good family that we have known a long time,”
Veronica insisted.
“Urghh Mom, doing nothing,” she knocked on wood three
times with her hand closed.
To beat her mother, she insisted, “My love now is the mysterious Mr. Dream. I must find him and learn how he found me in
that beautiful dream!” She gave a cunning smile.
What seemed to be a joke shocked Veronica. Her father, Mr.
Lucas Mattos had just left for his office. The two, always had
breakfast together before Elisa went to the Administration College, where she and a friend studied the last year. As soon as she
sad goodbye, Veronica ran to the phone, to tell her husband what
she had heard of the daughter.
Anything that caused some kind of worry and fell in their
censure, soon gave grounds for one to one call the other. They
talked for a little time, but Lucas little attention to that dream,
although Mrs. Mattos looked uneasy.
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On the contrary, Elisa driving her Volkswagen did not have
the time to go to Luciana’s house, to tell her the news. Luciana
and Elisa had an accord; every day one went to the home of the
other as both went to the College. Besides saving gas, they made
good use of the time, to keep talking, exchange views, and gossip
a little. Every day they had new subjects, as they had been apart
from one another for years. They were friends since both were
children. As soon as Luciana got in the car, Elisa, excitedly talked
about the strange experience she had lived.
“Ah Lu! He was so exciting, and attractive, so… What more?
That I became angry when I woke up.”
“Who? Who were all this, are you talking about?” Asked her
friend, intrigued but without knowing of that.
“Lu, I had a dream so beautiful, and more beautiful because it
was wolf, a handsome man–you have no idea.”
“Is it anybody I know?” Luciana, curious wanted to know.
“No. I do not believe he is from this world. Must be some medieval prince with magic powers traveling in the dream world; he
was passing by Sao Carlos and wanted to be in my sleep.” Elisa
said mysteriously.
“Did anything happen? You know,” Luciana asked maliciously.
“Nothing of that. He just told me that wanted to meet me, but
didn’t insinuate anything you are thinking.”
“If was only a dream, I think it is hard to make it come out
right!” Luciana said with regret.
“Don’t worry about it, my friend, he held in his hands a sort of
board that had a number written on it!” Elisa consoled Luciana.
“Ooh, No! Would it be his phone number? Isn’t it too much?”
Luciana replied beating the hands, on the panel of the car showing gladness.
“I think not! I have to research the why of that number… I
have no idea what Mr. Dream wanted to say to me with that,”
said Elisa.
“Mr. Dream? Ooh! That one is good! This name is not bad,
considering you have said he was a very charming man,” agreed
Luciana.
Luciana was a friend and confidant of Elisa, and vice versa,
and soon, she put herself by Elisa’s side to help in the search.
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When Elisa told her friend the number, she asked lips sealed. Both
agreed that it did not make sense as a phone number.
“What would it be?”
Both spent some days pondering it. Days after, Luciana said
she had seen an advertisement of a woman who gave consultations about many things through the clairvoyance and numerology in the paper. Stimulated by Luciana, they decided to see
Mme. Safira and see what she could say about the dream and that
number Elisa wrote down.
The next Saturday afternoon, Elisa sounded the horn to call
her friend while stopping her car in front of her house. Luciana,
hastily came out passing by the gate and bringing with her inseparable bag and the paper. It was to show to Elisa the advertisement and read Mme Safira’s consulting room address.
While her eyes traveled over the section of classified ads of the
newspaper, Elisa saw in the front page a piece of news that called
her attention. Aloud she read to her friend, who, hastily, tried
to finding the numerologist advertisement. This was the banner
headline that Elisa read: “A mysterious happening in Rio Claro—After
spending more than eight years in a wheelchair, paraplegic young girl
goes back to walking. They do not know yet how to explain this fantastic
happening. People ascribe it to the fact of an appearance of a saint caused
by the light of the Sun, through the leaves of a tree that stand in front of
the house. Lots of people said they had seen the image and waited there
to see the vision again. Since the day in when the girl walked again, her
fiancé has disappeared mysteriously. And the Police have no trace.”
“Did you hear it, Lu?”
“Our Lady, what is this you have read? I read the newspaper
in a hurry and I did not notice this,” Luciana said seriously.
“I found it! I found the address of Mme. Safira. It’s in Vila
Nery,” said Luciana again closing the newspaper, then turning
pages to see the news that Elisa read and found it on the front
page.
While Luciana read the news, Elisa drove the car to Padre
Teixeira Street in Vila Nery to consult with Mme. Safira. Their
idea was to hear from the advisor, if she knew what could explain
the number given by Mr. Dream and what it represented in that
vision.
As soon they got to the street, Elisa drove slowly until she
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arrived before a well-preserved house of two stories. In a little
garden in front of the house, they could see some rose trees and
other plants split by a floor tile footbridge that linked the entrance
gate to the house. They rang the bell and waited. A servant came,
and invited them to enter directing them to seats on a sofa placed
against one of the living room walls. The living room was full
of things hanging on the walls; pictures and astrology symbols.
The table was in the center of the room, on an Oriental rug with
a lot of trinkets. In front of the sofa were two armchairs. All the
upholstery was in good condition in a velvet that was dark green
color. In a corner, on a little table, was a matching lampshade with
golden base and a dome of light green fabric with tips. It was a
cozy ambience that let the girls feel quite confident.
They spent around five minutes waiting, when a very sympathetic and smiling woman came in bringing a dainty little Siamese cat in her arms.
Mme. Safira seemed a very pleasant person. Her bright face
made disappear the exceeding pounds show…
As soon as she came close, the young girls stood up to say
hello. She let the cat free in an armchair and put out one’s hands
to the girls and asked smiling, “I thank you for visiting my humble consulting room. And in what may I help you?”
“I am Elisa Mattos and this is my friend Luciana Almeida. I
hope you can help me to decipher a dilemma.”
In the same tone Elisa introduced herself and complimented
the numerologist who looked over fifty. Luciana answered the
compliment but limited herself to smiling.
Before the girls sat down again, Mme. Safira invited them to
go into other room. She said it was her consulting room where her
work tools were. Following her directions, both went in a room
where there was a table and four chairs around it. Against one
wall, was a bookcase full of books, leaning on the opposite wall
was a divan, and beside it a little table with a lampshade.
All sat around the table. Mme Safira wanted to know the reason that brought the two girls to her house. Elisa took the lead
and spoke to her of their reason for coming. She narrated in detail
the vision of the person that she named Mr. Dream. On a paper
sheet on the table, as per the request of Mme. Safira, she wrote the
number she had seen on the board while dreaming.
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Elisa and Luciana were astonished when, Mme. Safira took
the paper and wrinkled it up.
“Wherever you think, I see it is a very strong cabalistic number. Did it come in your dream?” she asked.
“Yes, Madam”
“It is the first time I see such symmetric number as you say
you saw in a dream. Here are two figures, each represented by a
geometric shape and split up by the infinity symbol. One of these
figures can be the individual you saw. The other, it seems is you,
split up by a time space, or another dimension or yet another life,
who knows?”
“Please, Madam, can you explain better?” Elisa asked.
The two girls were paying full attention to Mme. Safira words.
The numerologist, while scribbling on the paper sheet, was speaking, “We have here, formed by the first numbers, the perimeter of
an equilateral triangle. The last two that are the same numbers
and between them the number eight. If we put those laid down it
is the infinite symbol. By deduction, I believe that the definition
that I gave you is right. It makes sense that somewhere in time
and space a person exists who fits with you. It does not necessarily need to be the image of that person you have seen however.
Would it be your twin soul who you are looking for?”
“Is it possible, Mme. Safira?” Luciana asked curious.
“Sure it is, dear! All of us have a twin soul, but not many have
such a strong communication as Elisa had gotten.”
Before Elisa said anything, Mme. Safira added, “It is not necessary to go running out to find him. Things will happen and one
day you will come across him. You will feel something strange
and before you realize it, you will be before your enchanted
prince,” she smiled maliciously.
The young girls looked at each other and smiled too.
“I agree with you Madam, but, even so, why would my twin
soul, as you said, hold a thing with a number written on it? What
would it have to do with that, whatsoever?” Elisa asked. Mme
Safira with the piece of paper in her hands and in a more serious
tone explained, “I don’t know if it is worth you knowing this or
never even if you believe in such things as I’m going to tell you.
This number has a strange connection with something coming
from some place. I have not understood yet from where it could
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be.”
The girls kept silent while Mme. Safira went on, “There is in
this an encoded message that is addressed only to you. I felt a
strange sensation in this number. The infinite figure represented
by the shape of the eight laid down, surrounded by two triangles, perhaps wanted to show us something from the infinite, and
who knows, from other epochs? There is in this, an equation with
strong connotation of things out of our current moment. There
is something strange, and I, sincerely I don’t know what to explain.”
“Would it be the twin soul of Elisa from other world?” Luciana asked smiling.
“Don’t overact, little girl. But, as things happen nowadays, we
cannot doubt anything. Did you read in the newspaper about that
girl from Rio Claro, who went back to walking after eight years in
a wheeling chair?” Mme. Safira asked.
“It’s true, Madam. We just read it in the newspaper. What
a strange thing! Madam, you really believe that happening has
something seeing to be with some kind of miracle, caused by a
saint as the news said?” asked Luciana.
“I have no idea. As you said, all is possible. It is possible that
the twin soul of Elisa will be the reincarnation of someone she
loved in other epochs and now is looking for her. It’s something
out of the current context.” She completed smiling.
This was followed by the girls. They thanked to Mme Safira
for attention, paid the consulting fee and left.
When they got in Elisa’s Volkswagen, the two were in quiet
for a bit.
Suddenly Elisa started to laugh and asked to Luciana, “Hey
Lu, did you believe in this twin soul story that Mme. Safira told
us?”
Luciana laughed too. “I don’t know. It was you who dreamed.
Don’t run me in your trouble!”
“Speak serious, Lu, do you really think that what she said,
make sense? Principally that story of another epoch?”
“Well, Elisa. That was foolish, but she had not told only about
twin soul, but dimensions and epochs. So, you choose where you
will research.”
“Tell me about that story of the strong and cabalistic number?
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What could that have to do with twin soul and out of our current
moment? Would it be that my dear Mr. Dream is a grieved soul
wandering about the time?” insisted smiling Elisa.
Luciana soon gave in to the version she guessed more interesting:
“Moreover there are the options presented by Mme. Safira.
You can say that all of this has the flavor of a strong number.”
“Just think that in the ending chatter, she overacted. I have no
idea of it!”
Elisa, while driving, said, admitting no controversy, “We have
to research, my dear, even to making a regression or finding a
place where the spirits come and talk to me to explain this.”
Elisa and her loyal squire, Luciana, really had no idea where
to research that number. What it could represent? Less than that
what did she want to say with space things, wherever. If they
were sisters, perhaps they would have no such friendship. As
Elisa, Luciana had a good shape, tall and with blond hair.
The father of Elisa was an owner of a store that sold agricultural and veterinary products. That was why her idea was to study
business administration. The father of Luciana was a veterinarian
doctor. However, there was not a College for this in Sao Carlos, so
Luciana decided to attend the administration college too. So they
both involved themselves in the same courses.
Unlike Elisa, Luciana had a brother, almost three years
younger than her. He was Jonas.
Elisa and Luciana were almost the same age, diverging by
only a few days. Thence, when their anniversary came, they only
had to hold one party. They alternated, now this, now that house.
As soon as they arrived home, after visiting Mme Safira, Elisa
went straight to her room. After, sitting on her bed, she took her
diary and wrote all the words said by the numerologist. She spent
some time meditating about she had heard. The question about
last lives was not forgotten, what once in while she heard someone
to say; and finally in respect to other dimensions, space–time and
worse, about her weird supposition. It seemed that the single vision of Mr. Dream, as she named the image of her dream, was not
as simple as she thought in the beginning.
She felt in the numerologist words there could be in fact, a
person whose image was shown in the dream. “Where are you Mr.
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Dream?” Whispering, she fixed her eyes on that cabalistic number
as said Mme. Safira. Imperceptibly, in the next days, she did not
realize how strong the pressure was that took shape in her mind.
It was a true obsession trying to explain the reason of that strange
appearance.
She had never had the courage to tell her mother or Luciana
that she dreamed of Mr. Dream twice some days later. Those new
apparition were probably reflex produced by her sick mind.
That year, the celebration of their anniversary would take
place at Luciana’s house. It was a month since their visit to Mme.
Safira, after the event took place. Since the day they were there,
something kept turning in her head.
She quit being the smiling girl and became a closed girl. She
was seen gesticulating in some places, asking something of an
empty space. Luciana, her best friend, was very worried about
her friends’ attitude changes, but pretended that she was reacting
naturally. Curiously, when she was with Luciana, Elisa tried to
keep herself under control. That made her friend quite confused.
In the few explanations that she could get from Elisa, Luciana
discovered that her friend was obsessed with the idea of finding
the imaginary Mr. Dream somewhere in Sao Carlos. It was deeply
impossible.
Worried about the mental state of Elisa, Luciana and her parents decided to make a birthday party quite crowded. They were
trying to get Elisa out of her depressive state of mind and bring
her back to reality. It was the celebration of the friends’ twentysecond anniversary and her parents joined in to promote a party
as a major happening. At Luciana’s house, there was a large space
in courtyard and around the swimming pool. Despite no signs of
bad weather, it was set up with a canvas canopy to shelter sixty
guests who they thought to receive.
Apathetic and downcast, Elisa seemed disposed not to dress
herself of go to the party that was to pay homage, to her and her
friend at Luciana’s house.
Veronica prostrated herself in seeing her daughter so depressed with signs of interest in nothing. She did her best to a
long red dress on her daughter. Red was her favorite color. Elisa,
upon looking herself on a mirror with that beautiful garb, showed
signs of life,
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“What a beautiful dress, Mom! Would Mr. Dream like it?”
“Thanks to God dear, you are so beautiful wearing this dress
that we bought specially for this occasion. Sure Mr. Dream will
like it.” Veronica said, a bit glad to see the friendly reaction of
Elisa.
In spite of she thought of the Mr. Dream story as childish,
Veronica preferred to agree with her daughter to avoid her from
prostrating herself again. Veronica was smart and did not mention the name of her favorite candidate again. They were almost
ready when Lucas knocked on the door inviting them to go out.
In the car on the way to Luciana’s house, Lucas tried to talk
about several matters and the news. On other occasions, her
mother had mentioned the name of Marcio, to see if it encouraged her daughter to choose him as betrothed. Despite the good
efforts of her parents to stimulate her, that effort did not have any
positive results.
To increase her parents difficulties, Elisa disheartened, in the
back seat of the Galaxie, kept stammering almost soundless, “Mr.
Dream, where are you?”
Her fixed idea on the character of her dream started to become out of order inside her. That became to such a degree that
she spent most time of the party, sitting on a chair beside her parents and her friend without saying a word. She limited herself
to answer what she was asked of her. Almost mute, she did not
question anything, nor create a single phrase that could pass forward. She was just about losing control of herself.
Despite a party that was quite lively and a group of musicians
contracted for the event, she seemed totally absent. Luciana, worried, did not press her for anything. She was afflicted and watched
everything without knowing how to help.
Her eyes stared somewhere in space. The obsession was taking Elisa. Suddenly, she vomited on the table and let fall herself
on vomit that was spreading and smearing. Her parents were
dancing, but quickly were warned by Jonas, Luciana’s brother,
they immediately came to help her. It was a chaotic night. Soon,
Dr. Gagliardi, a psychiatrist friend of theirs approached the table.
It was fortunate that he was there at the party with his sons and
wife.
Right after, he took her in his arms and brought her inside to
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lay down on the sofa in the living room. As soon as she could,
Luciana brought a towel from the toilet and cleaned her friend’s
face of vomit.
Veronica tried to control her, fanning her face with a magazine that she took from the little table. Meantime, Dr. Gagliardi
ran to his car to get his suitcase with his medical instruments. He
tried to diagnose what could have caused that sudden evil.
Elisa babbled repeatedly, “Mr. Dream, where are you?”
Intrigued with that, Dr. Gagliardi asked if Lucas knew what
was happening. At the beginning, the doctor thought the girl was
doped with excess to drink. After, smelling the vomit that was in
the towel Luciana used, he noticed no vestige of alcohol.
He prepared himself to hear Veronica tell about her.
Elisa stood up suddenly and said, “Let’s go Luciana. We have
to meet Mr. Dream who is there, in the swimming pool. I saw him
there. Come with me!”
She collapsed like a cut tree and swooned on the sofa. Her
parents embraced and Veronica burst into tears on Lucas shoulders. Luciana lying over the friend wept.
Right away, Dr. Gagliardi ran to help Elisa, who soon recovered.
She went on asking about Mr. Dream, “Did you see him, Lu?
Was he out there?”
“No, dear, I didn’t,” said her tearful friend.
“As I have seen here, Lucas, your daughter is attacked by some
kind of psychosis that we must start treatment on right away. I
suggest she be taken to the clinic today. Tomorrow morning, you
or Veronica must come there to give me full powers to begin a
treatment. You must go too, Luciana. I feel that there is something
in this that you may know.” Dr. Gagliardi said, addressing himself to Elisa’s parents and the young Luciana.
“Is her state serious, Dr. Gagliardi?” Veronica asked, anxious,
under the gazes of Lucas and Luciana.
“I don’t think so. The younger ones in this age, have a great
sexual energy and if it is refrained, is always causes some kind of
mental upset. They begin to have erotic visions, convulsions, and
other things of this sort.” Dr. Gagliardi explained seriously.
This makes Luciana ashamed.
He proceeded, “Perhaps this Mr. Dream, that she mentioned,
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is more of a hallucination provoked by this energy. It is too early
for an accurate diagnosis. Give her a few days of sleep therapy
to clear her mind. After that we will see the best way to go.” Dr.
Gagliardi said soothing them all.
Following this he asked Luciana to show him where the telephone was. From there he called his Clinic to send an ambulance
and take Elisa, who was just under the sedative effects. In spite of
all the fuss caused by the girl, the party went on quite animatedly
in the garden of Luciana’s house. Not to break the rhythm, the
young girl gave directions to Dr. Gagliardi to use a service exit for
her friend’s withdrawal from the house without calling attention
from the guests.
Christmas was coming and they all wanted to get Elisa back.
Veronica, after Elisa was hospitalized, asked Lucas to join her for
breakfast. That day she was euphoric as she was to take her daughter from the Clinic. She told her husband about the call saying
the provisory stop that Elisa underwent worked. Thus, she was
counting the minutes. She fixed an appointment at 9:00 with the
doctor when she would arrive at Clinic. The watch hand seemed
not to be in motion such was her anxiety to see her daughter. Not
to drag on the treatment, Dr. Gagliardi had recommended isolating the girl. He suggested a longer treatment and fitted in days
for visiting, but Christmas was coming and the family preferred
to run a risk.
When Veronica came into Dr. Gagliardi’s office, he welcomed
her with smiles, “Good morning Veronica, how is Lucas?”
“Good morning, Dr. Gagliardi. He is fine and like me so anxious to see our little daughter at home again,” answered Mrs.
Mattos smiling and confident.
“Your daughter is a lovely person, congratulations! She did
not give us any trouble. She is very obedient, polite, and some
times we had impression that we were talking to someone from
the royalty,” said the doctor gently.
“That’s nice, Dr. Gagliardi. It makes me happy to hear, especially coming from you. Actually, as Lucas and I became afraid
that she was suffering from mental illness, because we had a tough
time giving birth. You have no an idea of how awfully frightened
we were that party day at Almeidas’ house. The first thing that
came to my mind was the age problem.”
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“Forget about this, Veronica. Your daughter has a mental perfect health. Her case was merely caused by external factors. Believe me, not any more than that reasoning line we had supposed
on her breakdown day. After she came out of the sleep therapy,
we did not have to wait many days to start talking to her. She
soon showed a clearheaded state and we took the opportunity
to make some hypnosis sessions. Our main purpose was to learn
where she had gotten the idea of that Mr. Dream, as you and Luciana had said.”
“And then?” asked a curious Veronica.
Dr. Gagliardi paused, “Actually, Veronica I could not get anything about that dream vision she said she saw. I believe that was
just an impact, a strong sexual appeal that made a shape in her
mind. How she had never made a sex to anybody, it is common
to emerge this kind of dream. The most of all obtain an orgasm in
dreaming but I don’t know if it was her case.”
“Should we worry, Doc?”
“I believe not, Madam. When she gets married it will disappear from her mind, the same way as it came,” Dr. Gagliardi said
smiling.
“Why did you say that this would be temporary?” Insisted
Veronica a little troubled.
“Mere routine Madam, the patient must not be here just to
take medicines if it can be done at home. You must keep a watch
on her and take care of ministering the medicines I am going to
prescribe. She cannot use any alcoholic drinks during this time.
On January 15, you must bring her back here for an evaluation. If
all is right as I expect, she will get her discharge. In the meantime,
you cannot pamper and making a fuss of her; treat her with subtleness. Do not talk to her about this and do not insist on anything
that may disgust her. As to marrying Marcio, forget Mr. Dream or
something like this. Do not mention the subject and recommend
the same to Luciana. Do you get it, Veronica? Now, in addition to
your mother’s function you have to be an efficient nurse.”
After listening to this, Veronica, attentive to doctor’s advice,
breathed deeply and said, “There is no sacrifice I will not devote
myself to for my daughter, Dr. Gagliardi.”
Dr. Gagliardi took a prescription and two medicine boxes
from the table and gave them to Elisa’s mother. “In the prescrip-
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tion, you’ll find the necessary recommendations.”
Next, he stood up and invited her to go with him to where
Elisa was waiting. Passing by the room, he learned that Elisa had
her luggage and was ready to leave the Clinic, sitting down on a
yard bench.
“Your daughter conducted herself as a Queen. We had never
seen here such a polite and delicate person,” said the nurse smiling pointing to where Elisa was.
Those words left Veronica feeling pride in herself again. Actually, she had not understood Elisa’s behavior, because in daily
life, she knew Elisa was willful. The fact was laid to the medication she had taken so that was the reason. As soon as she saw
her mother crossing the veranda and coming with the doctor, she
stood and ran in her direction.
She embraced her mother tenderly for a long time, then
hugged the doctor in the same way and kissed him too.
“I love this doctor, Mom!”
The doctor was not affected this reaction, as he often encountered such situations. Other patients who where there, were coming to say good-bye to Elisa. She gently hugged one by one. It
came out that one was there on account of a spiritual obsession.
She bent over before Elisa and said to the surprise of all, “Your
Majesty will leave us at last!”
Tenderly, Elisa went to her, held her hand, and pulled her up
and rewarding her delicacy said, “Oh dear, I’m not this queen
who you imagine. If I could be I would make it my best to see you
well in a day, just as I am living today.” She hugged that patient in
front of all and asked her, “What is your name, dear?”
“It’s Cynthia Gomes, Highness!”
Elisa made a gesture wagging her head in agreement.
All clapped effusively acclaiming her, “Hail Our Queen!”
Dr. Gagliardi, bewildered, whispered in Veronica’s ear, “Every day is a party day here. Yesterday, Nefertiti was released.”
Veronica smiled discreetly. It is probable that the slender and
elegant style and her beauty, added to her politeness and respect
she showed to the other patients and attendants, was the reason
for that unusual manifestation. Veronica, in her sixty-two years,
became proud of that sympathetic leave-taking they made to her
dear daughter Elisa. Dr. Gagliardi, gently, took her suitcase to the
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exit. As soon as the gate opened, he took leave of them both.
In no longer than ten minutes, Elisa and her mother arrived at
home, and soon Luciana showed up. As always she entered and
met Elisa in a pantry drinking a glass of water.
She hugged her and smiling said, “You’ve just frightened me,
bandit! Imagine how I felt during all these days without you.
Don’t do that any more!”
After this, holding her friend’s hands, she stood back and ran
her eyes up and down her friend’s body.
She heard, “Don’t look at me like this! I feel horrible. My
clothes got tighter!”
They hugged again and laughed when Elisa stuck out the
new silhouette. Veronica liked Luciana as the second daughter
that she could not have. Seeing the two embrace and smiling, she
smiled too.
Fortunately, the nightmare was going. In those days, the best
thing to do was Christmas Celebration between the two families,
as usual at one’s house or in another. As the birthday party took
place at Almeidas’ house this one would be at Matos.
Veronica took the opportunity of Elisa’s exit to the pantry and
called Luciana. She told her, in low voice, all the recommendations she had received from Dr. Gagliardi, in respect to Elisa. Luciana made the right hand thumbs up sign and went to look for
her friend to learn the news. She went upstairs to Elisa’s bedroom
and saw her unpacking her bag.
She sat on one side of the bed and asked, “Happy to be back
at home? I know how I bore myself. I almost asked Daddy to become a guest in the Dr. Gagliardi Hotel.”
“Am I happy? You have no idea of how good being at home is.
By the way, I have a good joke to tell you,” said Elisa sharpening
the curiosity of the friend.
“Tell me tell me damn it! What did you walk and play up
there?” Luciana wanted know.
“Nothing more. I kept myself walking from here and there
all the time, thinking of life, but the end was shocking. One of the
patients believed doggedly, I was a Queen and bowed to me as if
I was a queen. Most amusing was to hear all of them cry ‘Hail our
queen!’ I almost believed that I really was.”
Luciana laughed when Elisa added in a jest, “It explains why
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they live there.”
“What was your vassal’s name?” Luciana asked, taking advantage of the opportunity.
“She said her name is Cynthia Gomes. Do you know anybody
with that name? It is not a common name here,” Elisa wanted to
know.
“Cynthia? Cynthia? Let me see!” Stammering Luciana asking
next, “Is she a blond nice and tall girl, skinny?”
Elisa started to laugh, “Good looking and blond you are right,
but skinny in such a place is going to be difficult, my dear. Look
at my new configuration! Would you laugh at me?”
“Who I am thinking about sometimes dated Jonas. As per his
words, she has spiritual troubles. The backbiters say she had a
spiritual obsession,” Luciana said.
“I think that is not this one. That Cynthia from the Clinic was
older than Jonas. Her face seemed advanced in years, but she was
perhaps, mistreated by the age. I think she is twenty-five years
old and Jonas just is nineteen,” Elisa said.
“This is her. Jonas was in love with her, but you know how the
men are. They always want to have one’s part in women. That’s
the reason he fancied his game.”
“Jonas? Our Jonas made it?” Elisa completed smiling.
“Even so, he’s shameless. He said that when she became out
of her mind when had some.”
Luciana stopped suddenly. She remembered Veronica and Dr.
Gagliardi’s recommendations.
“What happens, Lu?”
“Let it be! I’ll tell you later!” Luciana said.
“What’s the matter, Lu?” Elisa insisted.
“Why now! I remember I am going to my father’s clinic and if
I start to talk, I’ll be late. We’ll talk in the afternoon,” Luciana said
looking at the time on her wristwatch.
She preferred to act that way to change her friend’s mind and
avoid things that could bring back Mr. Dream.
Without giving Elisa and chance to answer, she stood up and
went downstairs .Passing by the pantry said goodbye to Veronica
and shot out.
At that moment, she felt a terrific shivering sensation, afraid
to making some inopportune mistake that could frustrate her
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friend’s recuperation.
In the afternoon, as she promised, Luciana came back, but did
not mention Cynthia’s case. Luciana’s luck was that Elisa’s mind
was a little blunted due to the psychotropic medicine’s effects.
It was common to forget things, a fact easily noticed by the
questions she had asked.
Even so, Luciana did not mention anything about Cynthia’s
affair in the hope it was forgotten.
Her healthy state in the care of medical treatment made the
Christmas family meeting quite lovely and happy. Fortunately,
for Lucas, Mr. Dream not remembered even once.
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